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A. DATE ArJD PLAGE OF THE MEETING

1. The round-table discussion on an integrated approach to ths
preparation and implementation of th". second ph?.G3 programme of -the United
Nations Transport and Communications Decade in r "rica vac irl^ ir Pari-
Francc, from 21 tc ^ June 1983. ■ ~ ~ "'

B. PARTICIPATION

2. The list of participants: ic annexed to this report,

C OPENING OF TSE MEETING

3. ■ Mr. Picrret, Director of the United Nations end International
Organizations in the Ministry of Foreign Affair,:; requested lire. 3riot to
formally open the discussions.

4. In her opening address, Urs. Briot, Director of Development Policies
m the Ministry of Foreign Affaire, on behalf of Mr. Chriatim IJucei, '
Minister of Foreign Affairs responsible for Co-operation and Development,
welcomed participants to the round-table discuseione.

5. Ghc recalled that Franco-African co-operation in the transport
. sector covered all the different modes and took many for;us.

6. Transport played a basic important role in modern economics ,-nd
particularly in Africa, x,hcrc the Lagos Pl.n zZ Action c-lls for inorov-d
intcr-rcgional transport linlcc.

7. . She informed participants that the round-t^ble was an infom-1 ncctina
lnIt?h individuaij '^rc free to czproos their personal vierre, in accordance
uith the T/ishec of the Conference of African Ministers of Trrncport,
Cbcriunications and Planning which net in Cairo in March 1933.

3. The conpctcncc and experience of the participants augured tjqII f ;r
the oucccoe of the Round-table, libra. Briot oppressed the hope tVt th-
round-table T7ould indeed be ^ucceocful and accordingly declared it open.

9. Professor /.debayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary of EGA then rnlconc
tnc participants and thanked the Government of France for it,; con-t-nt
support of the Transport and Co^unicatione Decade in Afric-. Ho pointed
out that the first ?haoe of this Decade ^ cooing to a cloco and the purpose
of tne round-t',ble ,,c.c to dra-? conclusiono that could provide z brcic for
fornulating a credible programme for the oocond phaoc. The participrntc

i ll°n lnVxtcd in thcir P-rconrJ capaciti^ for their qualities of judgement
and their conpetene- in general development and transport :.iatterc in Africa.

10, The principal objectives of the round-table ucrc:

- to evaluate the problems encountered during inplcnontatio-i of md
the overall rcrrultc of the firr.t ph,-co prograxincj
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- tc e;:a::;ine .".11 feasible naanr; of ..lobiliziiig resource, for the

inplcnciitation of the recond phase progranncj

— to define criteria for dotcrnining tho viability of transport

investments and the relationships between transport and other

ccononic sectors, in light of the objectives of the Lagos Plan, of

Action, the African Food Plan and the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa, 1930-1990.

11. He' stressed that the present situation \ould bo examined i:i the

light of the griat differences that existed ano:ig African countries uith

regard to development and tranoport0 Although it uao difficult to harno-iizo

situations as diverco ac these, it nao essential to do so, aa an efficient

transport system uac indispensable for development. It ought to bo

renenbered that priority had been given to regional and subrcgional projects,

as well ao to those of di-.advantaged countries*

12. He pointed out that :ioct African domestic markets were generally

cuall and African countries could only carry out a programme of industria

lization in concert *dth their neighbours, ;:hich largely depends on joint

development of efficient transport infrastructures.

13. The various itens on the agenda took account of there preoccupations.

The first concerned an examination of the present situation, analysing its

effects on intra-African transport. Then cane a critical analysis of the

first" phase, to start -dth by i.iodc, and then by tyoe of operation (naintcnancc,

transit, training, co-operation anong African ccuntricc) • "-rith regard to

the land-locked countrier, the international corr.rj.nity and especially

neighbouring transit countries ought to take account of their problens. ,

l4» Attention could then be devoted to the proole:.ic ':>£ choosing ir.cdcc

and technologies, and to the co-ordination of the various neanc of

transport. The problem; :£ energy -jould be discu-sod. If a coherent policy

of agricultural, industrial and transport projoctr; could be for:::ulated,

it would bo possible tc find economic justification for then; but thic

uould require close co-operation botucen the countries concerned, and the

problc.i of finding funds for aultinationai projects Tjould have t:> be solved.

15» The draft program^ for ths second phaoe had not been finalized and

the recorxicndationc of the round-table woulc be useful for ito definitive

formulation. At tho cost of Ministers' request, the report of the ?>ound-

table would be sent to all ncr.iber States before the nccting of 2;vpcrtc to

be held before the Conference of Minister,-; planned for February 1934. The

object, .of this work 7/ould be to cone up v.'ith a prograi:ir;;e of :.ianagcable

proportions.

l6. In hie address, i.Ir. !,I«B« N'Diaye, Vice-Prooident of the African

Dcvolopncnt Boiil: thanked the Executive Secretary of EGA and the Government

of France for their invitation. He hoped that tlio efforts aa::e by France

in support of tho interests of the African countries would serve ac an

cxnnplc to the other developed countries.
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6. '■jhat must be c\jno in future?

The link necessary between transport and new activities•

Negotiated development planning

7o Exchange of vic;-;G on the determination of priorities, justification

and co-ordination in the prospective search ±or financing

INTRODUCTION

?.Q» In the course of the preparation of the programme for the second

phase of the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, it became

evident that it -ras first of all necessary to dvaxi conclusions from the

experience acquired during the preparation of the programme of the first

phase, its funding and execution. It was considered that the programme

for the first phase had not left room for consultations on a T.-ide enough

scale between all the parties likely to contribute to its funding r.no.

execution. This led to the idea of a Round-table discussion to uhich

Tjould be invited people chosen on an individual basis for their skills

and their knowledge of the problems of African development in general and

of transport in particular*

29• The Round-table met in Paris, France fron PI to Z.k June I9O3 on the

invitation of the Government of the French Republic. It was attended by

55 persons (sec annexed list of participants)•

30» The objective of the Round-table was to exchange opinions uith

experts ons

- the objectives and strategy of the Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa and on its consistency with the Lagos Plan of

Action,

- the results of the programme of the first phase and the lessons

to be drami fron it,

- the methods and guidelines for the preparation of the programme

of the second phase, with regard to the relevance of the projects

'submitted and their presentation,

- the financing procedures that could permit better availability

of funds for the execution of the programme for the oocond ohase.

31• The discussion in the Round-table uas restricted to the land-

transport nodce of the programme for the Decade*
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I. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

A* The situation of transport in Africa at the time the Decade was
proclaimed "*=~~ «-*—-„

32. The African transport system was laid down historically during the
colonial period, on the basis of the function assigned to Africa by the
colonizers. It provided outlets fJr European goods and was a source of
supply for tropical raw materials and products. The principal transport
routes were therefore penetration r-utos inland, and the economies of
certain regions uere destroyed under tho pressure of the invasion of

imported products? or they were evacuation routes, by which the wo-lth
of the continent was transferred to the world's richest regions. Th-
density of the network was thus low. The potential of rivers was undcr-
c::ploitcd, and the market for long-distance maritime transoort was
itself cornered by the fleets of the developed countries. "The land
locked countries usually had only one access route to the sea. without
any alternative to fall back on.

32. The conctruction of these transport infrastructures was in itself
an outlet for the industries of Suropcs no production unit ccpablc of
contributing to thic construction or of supplying the corresponding
equipment were created in Africa. Tho continent was thus deprived of the '"
training effect normally brought about by such industries.

34. The structural transformation of the transport system was a nsccssarv
condition for the transformation of the African economy. It bog™ soon
after independence, but until December 1977, when the Transport and
Communications Decade was proclaimed, progress was still insufficient
ana co-ordination was lacking.

35. Even though, in certain cases, the most modern techniques were
installed, thus demonstrating nfrican capacity to master them, the full
potential was far from being exploited. There were many types of goods
tnsit could be exchanged, but there was no nay of transporting t'^en from
one region of Africa to another* but wore Gold to Europe by 'ccrtrin
African countries and bought back from Europe by other African countries.
There were always crops losses due to lack of means of transport, etc.
.That was more, tho situation had grown worse.

36. The difficulties experienced in operating this systen incrersed
first-of all for reasons that were internal to the African countri-;:
intangible barriers seriously held up inter-state links? the priv~to
sector could compare anarchically with the public sector in the c-ciusivc
pursuit of profit, the road system was organized to the detriment of the
railways without any concern for the bill to be oairi for oil product-
with the result that none of the transport modes'were fully used. '
Transport fares were fixed without any regard for rational economics,' the
personnel-training effort were insufficient. Tho result was low oroductivitv
and much waste ± ye.
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~7. The difficulties brought fr :n -jtcxdc ucre aio-> c^noi^--bl-
the absence of upctrea::; ind^stri, _. :•'-- \:t :r- -ati -^ in th- -:-,r--~"-,,

^^C.^ th° riC° °f thC int::rcGt r-to- 1^ -^ '-n ^xccoiTC risTin'
operating costs? sf\ar- parr 'valI :;:.aintcnance c^stou The rr^uit ----

inadequate naintenonce, traffic holc'-uj:.;, adc;iti-nal costs^ a r--"inc
deficit, and an evcr-inereasing interest v;c' debt bur-'-n. TW- -^
real vicious circle in the doterioratx-n of the transport e/ston.

in

B, Corioicnts :-n trie execution of the first dieso

.;3. The 'first phase program)., can b.- acsec^ed in the cmto;t -" the
objectives of the La.:re Plan of Activn? cire:. thir, -r- -^bli-^-i -'t^

the^r^clainatien of the Decade and reiterated its ebjccMvodI'-Ifc^rthclcc
iv x,o not cnJUC,i any ;iorc to asaccs the firct phace in terns of the

transport cyctc:a alon .. It nust be rcsituated in tcriar ^f it- !■■.- -^t jn
the cconony ac a :;h.le. '^'"

39. The firct phaoe progr^rr; was .organised in a oh >rt -crio^ a;V
therefore had nunerouG defects a lack of regional an'l eubrerionel
projoccc, inadequate PlanninG and l:ACk of jaotification f,r cirtoin

projects, a lach of projects for co-ordination botreen the different'
transport nicd^Sj vOt: projects for the eliuination .f intangible .b-'ricrs
orci/ccn Etatcc, and insufficient projects f ,r. setting up African industrie
xn rhe transport- sector, i3ut it ,-rould be unfair not t.-. ^npb^---« th-

difficulty of an enterprise of this kind and the urgency of the situation
in which Afrxca f,und xtself0 ^ uust render tide experience -ise"u^
also oy lcarnins the lecsons of our oun failii^a.

iiO. There was also inadequacy m the execution of the firer -oh-o-,
in particular due to th. lo« level T finance n.de availablei 'only
40 per cent of the projects could bo funr--!. r.^. .V>ica xteo]- :,rovidcd
7j per -cent of this fundinG. Gonetines insufficient attention -Vo -Pid
co te rati^ bet-;een increased traffic and .the vrlm.u ^f invc-t-i^nt*
Tjhxc-i at tiraoc lc; to ?:i abnormal level ,f borrcir^.

41. Koucvcr, the rueotxon io whether ~Jr not the sxtuati ;n is better
toaay than it :;as in 1977. There is no overall reply t, t--fc -i.^:ti >n,
especially r.,: the et;ticticc available do n^t oernit ^n ^Ivuctiir
appreciation- of th.. ■ .fficiency -f .- tranoport .jv:;tcn. ^e ^ , n ,t ;-.._

satisfactory criteria to asscse tho. level of naintenanc -f the erictinr
ecui;xient3 to jud^e thr overall efficiency ,f :. transput eystc- rC ^u-h

(ana not just the cost-effectiveness of - .iven ^iloray), e:,d still l^s
to .ssoss the effect of this transport systeu ,;, the ee,Lny :,c a .hole.
±1. is also oovxoug th:-.t the trr.jiG^,rnrtion .f - ti-naoort '7tc- t-T™

tiao, anfl-it is only i^csiblc to appreciate it uith ..Sufficient period

42. Of course, it has been said thr.t oaintonaaic: is continuing to
actcri .rate and that it ic ctiH just ^ -^ffioult to obtain fuir:inr ^

hCi^ ^^lncLc :f tho e;,perience :,ith the Maintenance fund set up
inu-CO^o for t.oxs purp.s... Ciailarly, poople hev- dravm attention t: th
maufjiicicnt pr x^recr. r.iadc in treinin/7 :;ir.:ia.';onent ctr^f.
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43. But it would be unjustified to look entirely on the black side,

^oad density in the rural ^ci^z - although it ic still very inadequate -

has £ro-::n. I'Jhcn the construction of such roads hex b jen accompanied by

suitable measures for the development of agriculture, traffic density

has very soon exceeded forecasts. 'Ihen the necessary measures *_iave been

taken, the local people hav; benefited, ;ven though elsewhere the lack

of such measures has enabled rp-oupc of middlemen to appropriate all ttio

advantages to themselves.

44. Indeed, more national than subrcgicnal and1 regional projects have

been implemented, but this in the result \>f the pursuance of development

projects within each different country, of the higher coot of inter

state- links, and of the difficult/ of obtaining th.; necessary funding

for such links.

45. :.Te must also note the .-.^tension and modernization of-railway lines

and the modernization of sono portc.

46. :7c should also note that a process of planning for transport is

emerging slowly hence it is still embryonic and insufficient,, It shows

evidence of a political will, and constitutes a first base for subsequent

progress,

47. ■ The limited amount of progress made ic also due to the fact that

it has not been possible to obtain the necessary funding uhile Africa

has shoxxn its political rrillingncss by covering three oaartcrs of the

investment made from its ouivro-sourcec, the international community

has shown very considerable reticence. It seems not to be convinced of

the usefulness either of the- objectives of the Decade or of those of the

Lagos Plan of Action. The "donor" countries seem to prefer national

projects under bilateral arrangements .even though the economic

development fund has devoted 20 por cent of its contribution to regional

projects. They have token advantage of a scries of le^al difficulties,

whose solution they make a condition f.r their aid. In this way they

delay the provision of finance. It is fair comment that the projects

of the first phase night seem too ambitious or unco-ordinated to th.:

"donors". But there is no guarant.v.j that greater rationality would have

obtained gror,ter cucccoc.

43. The participants have also deplored the fact that, hitherto, the

African financing bodies have not committed themselves much in the

funding of the regional' projects, especially because only few of these

projects were submitted to then.

49« It is necessary to draw conclusions from these difficulties, as

the African states themselves have made a critical appreciation of this

first phases this is another proof of their political will to make

progress in the constant battle to transform the African transport system,
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50. /.t tho threshold .-;■:? tho socnd phase; it n^-r remains to transform
the transport system in )vdor tv tranof-,rn the economic system. This

implies that the transport system should be co-ordinated ;rith tao

agricultural and industrial pn-.j^ots both upstr-.ar.i anl doimotre^j in

oroer to Lave nora trade ;Lv Is noc.:esary t-^ produce more,. This is why,

m particular, th.; ; ura7. roads are so important; th-s,.. cannot bo sacrified

"■'""J"7Jr t::- Priority ;;i-yv.n ■:- subregional u-anc of trrjicnort.

jl. L-arnin- locznnr. frui:i th- c;:ocution of tho firct phase in ordor

to inprovo the preparation dor tbo a jc nd cor^j r.loTin to a^kinc ouroclv-c
what iiuprovcncnto can bo nrdo f tho pianrvinr syctoi.;. Any proccoc of
planning n-Tiuicto in reconciling in a cohorcnt manner olonontc that
appear to bo ^oparat^ or ^/:r,\ co;itradictory (for o^anploj considerable

iicodc and li::iit..d rc-co^reeo)« ;.uon,' the principal thon.^ that have been
approved for action? *jc ::av ;.i :ntior^

- Ctatic-dynanic cc-ordinati.v;i in thw ah--t, r.iarliua and long tornc.
In the short torn, pr:)vici-n r^ho-ld be nadc for ;.iaintonanco of the
czictinr; cquipnent cue. ior incroacing ite efficiency and the training of
personncl^at ,_1 ^ 1 r.v-la« In th.: nctliuM tern concideration should b.-"
given vo^tiie prjW.ci.ir, ^f ;:iodornisation nnc*. ?? hariiionizing rcgulationc

(at tho frontier^;, fare otructuro;-;? -tccOO)3 In the long term neu
lmtxativos to restructure iho traiiGpor-f uyston mist be envisaged. But

it uuat never bw torgovrcu -fuat vno long tern requires inr.icdiatc decisions.

- Co-ordination botwoen the trancport modec to n^I— then

■ complementary rather than oonpe^itiv.:; this will in particular require
moacureo of co-ordmatior ouc o" f::rc I:arnonization, Jenctimes the
dixi-or^at Hodoc con. undor c. diff ,^nt -,rM of ;;ianagc::-nt (public, private).
This sriould not i,or c agaanct tho need for co-ordination and
harrioni2atxonc ;!hen nothing; y-t eri.-.tc in ,• niven "corridor", it is
preferable to begin by rotting up a single transport r.v^o - tho one
that is ;-.iDCt suited to foresoaa^lo n,:odo ov^r 10 yoarc,

- It is rocuolu1/ V..- c.^.j^t Lac dinension of the economic spaces
in order to cr.;ate coherent opacest. Continental unity nust be built

through concentration on vh, ouoregious. Thi, subregional dimension is
abcolurcly^essential and especially vrhen wo cone to consider tho fundamental
pr^blenc ox .ponin- ap t:ie la.id-iock^d countries. TIic roundtablc h-c

accepted that cubregional orojects have a norc political dimension, but
vhic snoula not nask the fact that their ecnonic and social impact is
very great0

- iTastery by the nrtional operators over tho int-rnationnl
transport syot-,n in ,rdor vo ostablisn national coherence and to Drescrvc
incomes within Africa and t; direct then towards dcvelcnxirnt.
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- The fixing of suitable objectives in terns of the tine allotted

to them. T:iia is a very basic question fer any planning? how it can be"

inserted both in space and in time. This question of coherence leads

us to emphasize that it is not enough that projects should be consistent

with the overall objectives. They must also be mutually consistent and

consistent .Tiith the resources available during the period chosen. There

was a consensus that the present nunbor of projects in the second phase

was excei

■ - Any discussion on planning necessarily comes up against the

question of what place should be left for market forces and prices, since

it is clear that authoritative power is exercised on certain markets in

such a manner that the price mechanism is not necessarily a good method'

of optimisation, A number of proposals arose from this;

- Irrational manipulations of prices by Governments must always
be avoided j"

- Governments must take tho necessary measures to ensure that the

advantages of a project are not misappropriated by groups of middlemen?

- Ono must not imagine that exact coat calculations can be carried
out when the object is to transform structures fundamentally?

- Prices arc essential aspects in the choice of transport modes,

technology, and energy sources but one muct not have too many illusions

as to the. amount of frccdon available to the poor countries or thoo j.

with limited resources in this regard.

- The models sot up in th- developed countries (fe-r cost-effectivenose,
for example), arc not necessarily cuitable for the realities of the African

52. It is necessary to consider these comments in their totalling to

understand why the round-table has recommended that Africa's thinking should

be in terms of inter-modal regional integration, or in terms of "negotiated
development of the territory".

53. This is the context in which the participants in the Roundtable

discussions moved on to tho problems of financing, Most of their

discussions related to tho recommendations they mace on this subject,

54. These are' the considerations behind the recommendations made to EGA
both in respect of what it should do to improve th-j preparation for the

second phase and of how it should adapt itself to the role the participants

in the round-table would like it to assume in th^ progressive development

of a process of long-term planning, which is bound to extend beyond the limits
of the present Decade.

55. Lastly, all these considerations cannot but lead to global inter

dependence, A special recommendation has been made expressing the point
of view of the participants nn this.
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II, RECOIS'Er-IDATIONS

A. RECOI«NDATTONS TO EGA

1 * Immediate actions for

econd plia.se

the programme for the

point

The participants in the round-table discussions emphasized several

:

(a) It is essential to classify projects according to the highest

priority:

1» the programmes of maintenance and rehabilitation of existing

elements of the transport systems, in particular when

deterioration has led to an aggravation of the situation of

a land-locked country or to a reduction in intcr-state trr.de.

Special care should he taken to ensure work of high quality do

that expensive reconstruction of the transport system is avoided*

2, the programmes for training at all levels and for technical

assistance which can only be carried out on a regional or subregional

subregional scale, and which are essential for the medium— and

long-terr.; efficiency of any transport system,

(b) It is of basic importance to include in the second phase programme

the projects for industries upstream of the infrastructure of the

transport syster. (civil engineering, universal plate, rolling stock,

shipyards for river, lake and coastal traffic). In the present

circumstances they should includes

- immediately, feasibility and optimization studies on location of

subregional projects;

— the process of decision-oaking (legal structures, funding, etc,)

in such a way that execution :.iay commence before the end of the

present Transport T-nd Conr.iunicationc 'Decade in order that the

projects nay be operational before 199^«

(c) The second phase only lias a chance of being successful if -.;~xir.ium
coherence is built ir.to it. The problei.i is not one of conforming

to reasoning imposed fro:.: the outside, especially as there is no

guarantee that the international community will be more ope;: to a

project more in keeping with the objectives of the Lagos Plan of

Action, This is an African internal requirement, since it wants:

— to act with naxii.iir.; efficiency to transfer:! its economic system

based on the transformation of its transport system?

- to have as much as possible done with the available resources

and to maximize the efficiency of what it does.
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To arrive at this, it is not possible to consider all the projects or. the
sane basis. A project is never justified by itself, but by its useful effects,

and these nust therefore be set out with as :.iuch qualitative and quantitative

precision as possible. The i:ore a project forr.:s a part of a larger whole, the -.ore

important it is. Consequently, the roundtablc reconneiids. that the projects

should not be presented'only by transport node, since this does not permit

coherent comprehension of how the African transport systen is developing. The

different transport .nodes must "jo taken into consideration, but on a different

level:

- to provide for their co-ordination, when there are several b. the

same "corridor";

' - to permit the moot efficient choice to be r.iade between the different

uodes possible (alternatives), when a new corridor is being created.

EGA will have to categorize projects of the second phase into!

- regional or subregional projects on the one hand, and national

projects on the others since it is conceivable that different forms

of aid or funding can be set up according to this distinction.

However, it is unjustifiable to try to nake a strict link between:

, regional or subregional projects arid nulilateral aid;

. national projects anu bilateral aid.

- projects of high priority because they are in conformity with the
Lagos Plan of Action, and arc necessary for the overall co-ordination

of the African transport systen;

- and other projects which do not fit in tlie two categories above.

This does not mean that the other projects arc not in accordance with the
objective or of no value. It only ::eans that ^CA :.iust have a coherent over

view in space and tine and that it :ust submit first for funding not only what is

of high priority in terns of objectives but also what is urgent from the point

of view of the available tii.:c to implement it.

These three types of distinction are only valid as a general classification.

The oarticipants in the roundtablc think that the second phase will only have

coherence if the projects are co-ordinated with a view to the progressive

constitution of a systen or subrocioiial systems.



Reservations were expressed during the rour-dtablc about the procedure

of'arbitrarily tracing transcontinental axes on a nap. The result is bound

to be abstract when compared, with reality. The unity of the continent must

be retained1as an overall project that will be achieved progressively, and

as something that underlies everything that is done immediately; but it is

at the level of subregional co-operation that the nost iinnediate structural

transformations can be made with maximum efficiency. Care must, however be

taker, to ensure that the system does not suddenly terminate at the edges of the

the Gubrcgiono; the countries that are on these borders still need to be

able to co-operate with all their neighbours.

Development nust therefore be based on subrcgional development zones.

This imolies that when transport priorities are laid down, corridors nust be

defined in terms of the integrated agricultural and industrial development

objectives and consequently of the forecasts for products to be transported.

This is the only method compatible with the double affirmation which is

basic to the Transport and Communications Decade;

- the transport system must be transformed in order to transform

the African economy?

— transport is the base on which the integrated development of

Africa will be built. This'will in particular avoid the

creation of- artificial transport axes for export that could

destablize the economy of certain regions, which would manifestly

go against the development objectives.

This method of determining "corridors" r.iakes it possible to co-ordinate

the different modes when they are already present. And where no regional system

existg, it above all nakes it possible to set up a rational method of fore

casting traffic at successive periodic. Consequently, within a given "corridors1,1

the priorities over time can be easily determined (after separating out

maintenance and training requirements)s

- where some transport elements already exists

— co-ordination of what exists?

- creation of wliat is needed in addition to clear

bottlenecksj

— if nothing exists, one can determine the first mode to provide.

This is not necessarily a road if it is a corridor in which

it is expected to transport bulk'commodities.

This method lastly guarantees that inter-state communication

have priority even when they are national projects, since this is the only way

they irill receive priority attention.
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V.xih regard to the number of "corridors" to be envisaged, certain

participants have suggested that it should be reduced. Oa this point, it

should be realized that there is no economic method that can provide a

basis for choosing between corridors in different subregions. It is hard

to sec how one.can decide that one subregion should be developed before

another or faster than another, Qli the other hand, within each subregion

there nay be priorities over tiac, either because certain corridors nay

condition others, or because forecasts for agricultural and industrial

development are also spread out over tine. The rule is still that

projects hiust be mutually consistent.

Thus the content of the second phase - independently of the throe

types of classifications mentioned above — would be cor.iposcd of a set of

maps showing the "corridors", or if a different forr.i of presentation is

preferred, of clusters of projects (to show priorities in a time frame).

Each corridor or "cluster" is independent of the others to some extent,

but the prospect of continental unity underlies then all in respect of how

these corridors-will be co-ordinated,

^ • Long—term reconr.ienda.tions

The participants, after examining in detail the execution of the first

phase and the state of preparation of the second, wished to pay honage to the

work carried out by ECA in this field, which is so essential for independent

African development,

This being the case, they considered that far from slowing down its

efforts, ECA should assume ever- nore responsibility in the service of each

of the member States and their peoples. Keen though they were to see a real

African transport systen set up in the service of the African peoples an a

whole, and indeed precisely because they see the necessity that this should

work efficiently, they recommend that SCA should not isolate the Transport and

Communications Decade from the Industrial Development Decade and the African

Food Plan in the overall context of the long - and very—long—tera- objectives

of the Lagos Plan of Action,

Thus, in the field of transport, they rcconmerd to ECA that it should!

— take nore initiative, whenever necessary, to initiate sub-regional

transport projects and ensure their co-ordination. In particular

and in the immediate future, this means stimulating discussion Tri-thin

the groupings of land—locked countries and their transit countries.

It also means the need to provide progressively, without necessarily

limiting individual initiative, co-ordination between the actions

carried out by the subre.giona.1 organizationsj

— develop its capacity to carry out studies for these subregional

projects, in order to guarantee unity of method and to bring.

about their rapid achievement. It would be desirable for ECA to

prepare manuals of methods for studies or. transport projects, and

their integration ir. overall development projects;
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- lid"j lay dowr. the conditions for more effective technical r.GGir.tr.ncc,

for as long as such assistance is necessary. It is desirable that

EGA should envelop its cur, capacity for technical assistance to its

Member States*

In. its effort to integrate transport -projects into the overall economic

development process, EC should progressively set up a continent-wide planning
unit. The success of this initiative will depend on its progressive nature

ar.c constant consultation "iith the cubregional bodies and the national planners.

It is obvious that all the development projects necessary

for the transport system (and industry and agriculture) will net be completed by
the end of the Transport and Cc-nmniicationG Decade (or that of the others). It
is thus reasonable to consider a second decade, uhich could go up to the year

2000, In this context, the second phase of the present Decade can be seen as

a stage in a process of planning over a long period, as one of the structural

changes to be made on the African continent.

ECA should start to consider the best means of bringing such a process

about b

B» HSCa-flENDATIONS TO ^FRICAH STATES

The participants in tlic roundtablc on the Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa, following their assessment of the execution of the first phase and
the state of preparation of the second phase, consider that it forms part cf

their assignment to suggest to ^fricaa leaders that they should take certain

steps to remedy the difficulties encountered a:; T ::.:v2reacc. the effectiveness of

the collective effort in the context of tho Transport and Coinnur-ications

Decade, with the object of i::;pic:-;cnt:Lac> the objectives of the Lagos Plan of

Action r.iore efficiently,

^■* In the short terr:

- to i.take a list of tlie trai^in;-, equipment and funds required to ensure

the adequate maintenance of the existing transport services in their

countries at quickly as possible and to rive high priority to this;

- to list systematically all tho operations that coulc increase the

efficiency of the transport systeno at present existir_g and to

identify the training re^uirenents;

- to taiw; duo acccui-t cf the importance cf pricing in transport

■;.ianage:ncnt and operations and therefcro to undertake studies and

other necessary r.^easures for the setting of appropriate fares
1 and charges?

- to co-ordinate ir. a rational manner the different ucdor. of

transport that exist ao that they arc complementary and not

competitive;
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— to ensure better and i.iorc rational use of the existing transport

capacities?

— to ensure that the advantages derived from the nsw investnentc

in transport are obtained by those for who:.: they are really intended,

and not misappropriated by groups of middlemen;

— to increase in each country proper control over the transport

system - both the national networks and the local elements of the

international system - in order that the revenue arising fror. it

should be maintained within Africa and be used in accordance with the

. . needs of development|

— to give high priority to negotiations with neighbouring countries

served by the sane transport system with the object of progressively

reducing and finally eliminating the non—physical barriers that

prevent the existing services frori being fully utilized?

— to begin negotiations between, neighbours with the object of

identifying the action necessary to reduce the cost of .breaking down

loads at the frontiers or at the end of a route, ant] of determining

what action should be taken to achieve this in the shortest possible

time?

— to begin negotiations with neighbours with the object of pooling

efforts to obtain funding for projects of subregional (or even

regional) interest. Jiz this regard it will be necessary for the

countries concerned to make a collective cor.riitr.ient to assure the

financing of such projects and for regional financial institutions

to underwrite such co.:.:oi: co.imitnent.

This reconnendation principally concerns the groups formed by the

land-locked countries and their transit countries* The solidarity of

transit countries with land-locked is likely to be jeopardized if it iuplies

for tlie former onerous investments which they woul * not have to nake were it

not for the latter. A review must therefore be made of the benefits that a

transit country derive from infrastructural investments for the benefit of

a land—locked country so that :;?~ apportionment of costs :.iay be made and other

r-:easure to enhance the success of n project nay be undertaken!

— to start suitable consultations to identify the subregional.

programmes of connon interest, and, to take the necessary decisions

for feasibility studies to be carried cut. The economic impact,

the most suitable form of transport, the degree of priority and

the quality of the studies are all factors that determine hou

feasible the projects arc zxi<\ how quickly they can be1 implemented,,

2. It. the medium tern

to take account of the considerable need to develop transport

at all levels, and in particular the importance of transport

for the development of agriculture$
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(b) tc direct national placing towards implementing the objectives
of the Lagos Plan of Action:

- in order to promote the develop; ici-t of intra-African trade to

draw up a list of imports from elsewhere that could be i:.:ported

fron other African countriec, and of exports that could be

exported to other African countries, and in particular exports

and imports that would lessen Africa's dependence on other

regions for food;

- in terns of the progressive availability of better regional

transport r.icaiio, i:i order that the potential May be taken full

advantage of ac soo::. as possible,

- in terns of the existence at a point t~o be determined in the

future of subrcgional industries, properly distributed- between

the countries to ensure the balance of trade, and in particular

those that will be set up upstrcar.; of the transport system and

which are likely to exercise a cartalyt.ic ^effect on a largo zroi-iber

of miscellaneous economic activities;

(c) to take action towards the harmonization of national transport
systems especially under the aegis of oubregional irtcr-govcrnnciital

organizations,

(d) to make the evaluation of the national and intcmation-il transport

systems and the necessary adjustment in stages and in accordance

with the needs of each tine,

C. APfSAL TO DEVELOPED GOUIITdI53 AIID TO IirT3RI:ATI0IJAL FIIfAHGIIIG

III.7TITUTI0NG

The participants in the rou.]idtable on the Transport and Cc:r-iunications

Decade in Africa have examined the reasons why the international co-:£.:ur.ity has

not contributed more actively to the funding of the first phase. On the eve

of the second phase, while elsewhere reco:.ii-.:ending measures that they hope will

i.:ake it possible for the second phase prograi.ine to attract noro inter-national

support, they issue an appeal to the developed countries and the international

fiiiancial institutions to adopt an approach in their contribution to the

development of Africa, that will progressively take account of the unique

nature of the African situation, that takes into account the objectives of the

Lagos Plan of Action, and that iri.ll riake it possible to consider seriously the

fuiic!ai::o:ital restructuring of the African transport system as a necessary basis

for the development of agriculture and industry within the francuor!- of totally

integrated, economic development.
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1, ■ They draw the attention of the international community to the difficulty

of working out a coherent plan of structural transformation, which is bound to

involve operations over a period of mny yearn and who.se efficiency can only

be measured over a relatively long period, before the availability of financial

resources compatible with the characteristics of this situation can be assessed.

They rccoixicnd on this point that funding methods suited to the constraints

of the problem should be rapidly examined by ECA and the representatives of

the "donor" countries and the African and international financial institutions.

They emphasize that the considerable effort made by Africa, which has

itself financed 75 per cent of the projects of the first phase of the Decade,

is obvious proof of its political will and the best guarantee that everything

will be done by the African continent to ensure the success of the Decade.

2. They draw the attention of these sane countries and institutions to the

inportancc of constructing a number of regional and subregional inter—state

links, arrangements for which they have set out during this sar.ic rouiidtabic,

and in particular for the opening up to the outside of numerous land—locked

countries or. the continent. In this context, particular attention must be

paid to the.projects of transit countries which are for the benefit of land

locked countries. They have noted that numerous legal difficulties seen to

have arisen and constitute obstacles to the provision of funding suitable for

the multinational nature of those projects* They therefore reconr.end that

African countries should themselves take the necessary action to remove any

difficulties in this regard. But they strongly appeal to the developed

countries and the International financial institutions for their part,

accept the necessary innovations.

Although they do not seek to nake comparisons with other types of

expenditure, the participants in the roundtablc arc conscious of the

r.iagnitude of the effort required for the success of the second phase of the

Transport and Communications Decade. But they recall that the effort nadc

by the African, countries offers substantial opportunities for anunber of

productive activities in the developed countries, and this, in the context

of the present crisis, constitutes a positive element to help then emerge

from the present economic crisis. For them this is proof that there are

reciprocal interests between all the peoples, arid they hope that awareness of

this may grow as rapidly as possible for the greater collective good.

D. ECA RECOMMENDATIONS/SOURCE OF FINANCE .

1; The participants in the Round-table recot?inend that ECA should examine

without delay, in conjunction uith the subrcgional organizations and with the

financing institutions in Africa3 the possibility of setting up joint funds

for the States of the subregions with the object of ensuring that the ;

projects of high priority for the Transport and Communications Decade are

carried out. There is no need to increase the nur.ibcr of such institutions.

But it seems justified to consider setting up such joint funds rapidly

to ensure that the existing modes of transport are maintained adequately

and that rehabilitation projects are implemented as soon as necessary.
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2, The participants in the Roundtable, having heard the points of view of

the representatives of IBRD, ADB, BADCA and the OPEC Fund, rcconnciid that ECA

should organize a working csetiiig with the representatives of ECA and the

representatives of the above mentioned organizations before the cud of 19^3

with the object of examining s

~ the steps that car. be taken to bring about more active participation

by these institutions in the financing of projects of the second

phase of the Decadej

— the setting up of lo;ig~tern financial packages j

— arrangenents for concessionary lending in order to r.iinir.izo

the debt burden of African countries;

— the usefulness of and arrangementr> for periodic meetings

in order to iiiaintain the necessary contact.
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